
One word, their seats made fecund, one word, their little lovers
waiting in highways that lead out to droves. lOr, of the
chairs. I Places a call to her and expects her to respond. I Put
it on a zip disk, baby. I Reaches that error-have it print sleep,
solemn, lowering their eyelids. I Reticulated interpenetrations
of the absurd crowd the realm, write "fly" on the fly. I Settled,
their fists surprise in one odor. I She enters with an ashtray
full of spermicide and back issues of Internet Warrior. I S~ock
market Jesuits, they drown in their coarse cuffs. I Takes hIS
circled eyes with green bags, his gray stakes for facts. I Ten
little toes in a box... that make them get up. I The length of
crouched calyxes, or the flight of dragonfly's data. I The social
is created when you recognize it, and disappears when you
enter. I The spirit of old suns, swaddled in tresses of the corn,
and all the ablative absolutes of the fascist designer spheres
would crumble at the portable potentate talents-the refinery.
I The trousers puff around their bloated thighs. I Their but-
tons are the eyes of Huck, making ick fault. I Then they
dream of out, the truth. I Then they have that invisible hand
which murders: coming back, their presence filters black poi-
sons, charging the suffering eye of the tortured dog, so you .
sweat. I There they were-open slowly your shoulder blades!
I They are abiding in different closets. I They are asking you
to speak. I They are asking you to speak. I They are
entwined there mornings and nights! I They cannot imagine
what, playing hooky with your life-leave me alone! I They
have grafted themselves into epileptic loves, their fantastic ossa-
tures fixed to the black skeletons of the pronoun. I They stamp
their torqued feet again! I They waver to the sad feel, feed the
pariahs, get it as barcaroles, their severed caputs float in these
rollings of love. I They will justify deserts of revelation. I
Turning and turning in pianists, ten fingers knocking an emas-
culated gyre, the soda cannot hear the soda man. I Two claws
on a typewriter, tonsils bunched in their small chins. I
Vehement em-dashes kept him from the crowd. I When a. I
When it. I Yes, which once fermented, lights for them. I Yes,
yes. I Yes, yes. I Yip! I You are clamped in atrocious fun-
nels. I

This piece was originally written for the Identity and Invention Conference at
St. Mark's Poetry Project in May 1998.

Language is the purest fact of our sociality as humans. In our
society, however, it is generally appropriated and beaten into
rigid and univocal forms as the most direct means of policing
the collective imagination. On the other hand, when it is reified
in poetry into an arena for the play of signification, and permit-
ted a meaningless "freedom" within that perimeter, it risks los-
ing the potential agency inherent in its capacity to represent.

Language is power. Or: it might be, could be, would be,
power. But actually lived situations and conditions exhort,
require, and cajole particular responses. In these circumstances,
the answer is not to call for an unfettered poetry, free to prolif-
erate infinite possibility. That is precisely what language is not.
Rather we can hope to turn the grip that the social has on us
through language into our grip on the social.

As writers, what do we want to take on? Normative communi-
cation in general? This or that other poet? This or that spare
doldrum? What looms in front, rather, and in opposition, to
any creative work in writing is the same thing that opposes pro-
ductive struggle throughout all social spaces: a form of privi-
lege which is identified with the control of the congealed prod-
uct of the appropriated surplus labor of the majority of people.



The word poetry comes from poiein-to make or produce. This
is different from rattle on. Poetry is an action, with an effect.
The question is to what extent much poetry amounts to simple
re- production. Not of forms, or of contents, but of conditions.
Call it: re- poetry. We need to make poetry, not re-poetry.

We need something that's not alternative. Something that's
central. No point in exclaiming over the improprieties of the
rulers, or in parodying received ideologies. We need to think
the problem through thoroughly. Either history comprises a
human logic that admits of a possibility, or it doesn't.

The task is not to define one's generation, like making a big
splash at the party. Rather: to determine those struggles that
are objectively motivated in society and to be taken by them.
What is to be done?

Some writers have had disdain for regular language as false
consciousness. But regular language makes regular lives, which
are the ones that weigh in the balance. Everything depends
upon how the language, as it is predominantly practiced, makes
use of what is given to it.

We depend too much on experts. The truth is not professional-
ly administered. The subjective and objective are a dialectic.
This means that the truth depends partly (and only partly) on
you. Not on "how you see it." But on how it is seen in you.

Capitalism is not just a method. It's bigger than that. Our
response must be too. It's a question of more than tactics.

Writing needs to get away from a conception of itself that has
become inadequate. The theater of the postmodern beginS to fail
now to do the work of representation, even on its own terms.

Some want an immediate efficacy for poetry in the world, or on
the other hand various far-fetched interventions into one field
of contention or another. But we overlook the fact that the
imaginative is an aspect of social life also. Creating it is a
worthwhile constitution. But it's not sole-the imagination is
popular; art too must negotiate that domain.

"Visualize world peace" means: ride the backs of the workers
into the market. But to envision is different. It means create the
conditions, in consciousness, that will permit the enactment.
What will we do that to ...



Each line in a poem does prop something up. Its own private
burden. For every force there's an equal and opposing force.
But the poem is not conscious of its implication? 50 what pro-
portion of it is thereby exonerated?

The onslaught is felt also as the inability to support an integrat-
ed subjectivity. Person needs to be defined in relation to the
realities that actually do confront it. When these are made
invisible, it is caught off guard, and reaches out into empty
space for a support that eludes it.

The celebrated 5aussurean arbitrariness of the signifier is not
the trapdoor into the heart of the empire. That's a smokescreen.
We have to quit falling for that one. By the same token, setting
up transparency of language as a straw man is beside the point:
a false and visual metaphor. Communication is neither a purely
differential process, nor a pointing out, but rather an impinging
of social content onto subjects.

The critique of the unified "I" is an advance. But beyond that
we still tend necessarily toward a wholeness that is not mon-
adological. To be able to glimpse that perspective, and grasp
it-to begin to work toward an entirety that is not psychological
and which, while shot through with what is its outside, remains
nevertheless imaginable as viable.

People complain about political demonstrations: "That won't
convince anyone." That's not the point. It's a demonstration: a
show of force.

What this means at the level of method is that what there is to
do now for a radical literature and criticism in relation to the
subject is to get a dialectics back into it, including (and especial-
ly so) into the materialist tendencies of these practices.

The selves that are possessed of us are not ruses. Though they
do not exhaust the possibilities of what we might be-that's the
whole point-they are nevertheless persistently real. They are
also what footholds there are from which to begin to climb out
of what has produced them.

A bit of freedom begins to be accomplished in the struggling for
it. It can't simply be sought for, declared, or exemplified.
Literature can't be a model of it. Readers can't be individually
liberated by any daring utopic text when the collective is in fact
chained up in bonds that are much more than semiological.



Let writing get to the real topography that we are taped to.
Instead of serenading the landscape with gentle reprimands
and sly innuendo, poetry could help with the labor of dislodg-
ing some of those boulders. Enough bodies lie already under
them. Let the imagination use its power to see what pathway
could lead up and into the terrain of a habitable possibility.

In Tripwire 1 Sherry Brennan wrote, "The poetry of the twenti-
eth century ... is not simply concerned with being new, but in
the tensions between the new and the contexts out of which it
writes." Context: the convergence and presentation of circum-
stances, facts, or evidence that surrounds a particular event, sit-
uation, or reality.

Context-based poetry includes a variety of influences, and the
points of contradiction only make the points of contact more
deliberate and intense. This is not political-it is poetical, and
follows suit in a lineage that extends from Blake, Rimbaud and
Whitman, through to Stein, HD., Duncan and Olson, not ex-
cluding the lyric address, surrealism, ballads, folk music, and
Greek tragedy; derivation, projective verse, appropriation, and
collage. (This is my skeletallist-other poets will have different
priorities).

The world is not some abstract exterior we maneuver through
from life to death and back again-it is not a thing which some
people are in "real" contact with and others are not. Evidence,
information, unique convergences-all which feed poems-are
at every corner. This evidence is gathered up by artists and
writers of all different traditions, and changes depending on the
space, time and locale of the seekers. It is not thanks to leisure
time that the world and the evidence with which it is filled
comes into the creation of a poem or art work. It is the sus-
tained chaos of the visible world-between jobs, on public
transportation, reading the paper, dreaming, listening to music,
to children-that becomes the poem. With the time-old atten-
tion to all-that-is-out-of-place, or within-place, but extraordi-
nary, radical contexts are created making tangible Noah de
Lissovoy's statement, "Revolution means imagination." (Trip-
wire 1)

Many poets sample, although they might not refer to their
methods as such. The transmission of energy, objects, words,


